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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to this edition of the Financial Marketer guidebook. 
Given 51% of all website traffic comes from organic search and 
91.5% of traffic share is generated by sites on the first page of 
Google’s results, it’s vital that finance brands have their SEO 
in order. To help your content get seen, we’ve curated a list of 
articles to guide financial marketers through best-practice SEO.  
 
If you’re going to improve your SEO ranking you first need to know where you stand, how 
you’re performing against your competitors and where the gaps lie that your content can 
commandeer. The financial marketer’s guide to SEO content gap analysis will walk you 
through this critical first step. But before you delve too far into your SEO strategy make sure 
you’re armed with the SEO tools every finance marketer needs. 

Unfortunately these tools don’t serve as a magic SEO wand, so don’t assume you can take 
your hands off the wheel. These tools are there for support, not as a solution. Good SEO 
begins with the crafting of quality content which we cover off in our 7 SEO best practice tips 
for finance marketers. 

With your content humming, it’s then time to turn your attention to your technical and 
off-site SEO. Here’s Where to start with technical SEO and once your house is in order, it’s 
time to take a more strategic approach by employing 7 SEO tactics to help finance brands 
secure the top spot.

Unfortunately for financial marketers SEO is an ever-changing and complex beast with 
Google intent on keeping us on our toes. One of the most valuable things you can do is to 
constantly read and stay across the new and evolving ways to boost your SEO, be it How your 
finance brand can win backlinks or How to use schema to boost your SEO. 
 
We hope you really enjoy this edition of the Financial Marketer guidebook. At The Dubs we 
specialise in financial services content and hang on Google’s every move, so if we’ve struck a 
chord and you need help getting your SEO in order, get in touch. 

From the editor
Ale Middleton

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/seo-101/seo-statistics/
https://www.thedubs.com/contact-us/
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FINANCE MARKETER'S GUIDE TO SEO 
CONTENT GAP ANALYSIS
// Plug the gaps

Is your content performing as well as it should be? Are you losing traffic to your 
competitors? Your content marketing strategy is only as good as the audience it attracts. 
We explain why undertaking an SEO Content Gap Analysis is a vital step to ensuring your 
content is hitting the mark with your audience and getting you ahead of competitors.

What is an SEO Content Gap Analysis?
A content gap analysis helps you to understand your current content performance as 
compared to the actual goal of your content strategy. It allows you to benchmark yourself 
against your key competitors and highlights areas where your content could be performing 
better.

To undertake a content gap analysis you will need to use a good SEO tool to pull the required 
data. Consider investing in a tool like SEMRush; an all-in-one platform that we have 
previously highlighted as a great SEO tool for finance marketers and which is also perfect for 
this type of analysis. Other tools that would work equally as well include Ahrefs or Sistrix.

AN SEO CONTENT GAP ANALYSIS ALLOWS YOU TO BENCHMARK 
YOURSELF AGAINST YOUR KEY COMPETITORS AND 
HIGHLIGHTS AREAS WHERE YOUR CONTENT COULD BE 
PERFORMING BETTER.

By ANNABEL HODGES

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.semrush.com/
https://www.thedubs.com/seo-tools-every-finance-marketer-needs/
https://ahrefs.com/
https://www.sistrix.com/
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SEO content gap analysis step 1: Setting the Scene
It can be tempting to dive straight in and start pulling out insights, but without a clear idea 
of what your goals are and who your audience is – this data can quickly become confusing. 
Answer some basic questions before you start:

Who is your audience?
Who are your main competitors?
What existing content does your audience find to be of value? – use your 
analytics to review 
What questions will your audience want answered throughout their purchase journey?

Go into your gap analysis with a clear understanding of your user personas, how your 
existing content is performing for you and the type of audience you are looking to attract. 
This will enable you to actively use the content gaps you find to your best advantage.

SEO content gap analysis step 2: Benchmarking
Benchmarking will allow you to better understand how your content is performing against 
your competitors by reviewing which keywords your competitors are ranking for but you 
are not. This gives an indication of the content areas you should be investing more time in. 
Although different tools will do this in slightly different ways, the general aim is to better 
understand how much visibility you have compared to your competitors. For example, 
SEMrush’s Organic Competitors Report benchmarks by defining who your top competitors 
are and how many ranking keywords you have in common.

The below screenshot shows competitors for lendingtree.com, an online lending 
marketplace, and their percentage ‘competitor level’. The higher the ‘competitor level’, 
the closer a competitor that brand is likely to be as it has a higher number of crossover 
keywords. You can also see the number of common keywords you have with that competitor.

Mining this data will give you greater insight into who your strongest competitors are, where 
you aren’t ranking and where you have a lot of crossover. From there you can start to drill 
down to a more specific keyword/competitor level.

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.semrush.com/analytics/organic/competitors/?db=us
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SEO content gap analysis step 3: Reviewing and Improving 
Existing Content
Using key competitors that you have identified both through your audience insights and those 
highlighted in your content gap analysis to date, you can prioritise and review existing content 
that is ranking but which could perform better. Focusing on 2 to 3 top competitors who are 
outranking you will help maintain a clearer focus as it’s easy to become overwhelmed by the 
amount of data these reports can pull.

SEMrush’s ‘Keyword Gap’ tool will help you to deep dive further into your top competitor 
analysis, reviewing your keyword ranking against theirs for your target keywords to highlight 
areas for improvement.

Use a combination of keyword search volume, current ranking, competitor ranking and 
audience insights to build out your content strategy – remember to balance out your 
priorities across updating existing content that could rank higher as well as creating new 
content to fill content gaps.

Pro tips:
Filter out brand keywords, typos, duplicates and/or keywords that are not a ranking focus for 
you so you are working to a clear list of target keywords.
Break out keywords are you are not ranking for vs keywords you are on page 2 or below for to 
determine the level of difficulty of your ranking goals.
Use Google Search Console to easily check if Title Tags & Meta Descriptions on target pages 
could be improved.

SEO content gap analysis step 4: Measuring Success
As you begin to put your new content strategy into place, don’t forget to track your success. 
Consider adding your target keywords to a rank tracker – all of the tools mentioned in this 
article have this in-built – so you can see the progress they are making. You’ll want to track 
this progress from before your updates if you are working on existing content, so aim to 
begin tracking as early as possible to get the best indicator of success.

http://www.thedubs.com
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Although we have used SEMrush to demonstrate how to approach a content gap analysis, 
any good SEO tool will be able to provide similar insights. Both Ahrefs and Sistrix provide a 
similar Content Gap report that allows you to undertake the same steps as demonstrated 
with the SEMrush examples; looking at both competitors and keyword opportunities.

http://www.thedubs.com
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THE SEO TOOLS EVERY FINANCE 
MARKETER NEED
// Tools to get to the top

SEO can be confusing for any finance marketer; learning how to provide the content, 
structure and backlinks that Google’s algorithm will deem the right ones to rank your site 
higher often feels like a minefield. We provide a list of key SEO tools that will help navigate 
your way to SEO success.

Free SEO tools you should not be without
Google Search Console
This is a free tool provided by Google which gives great insight into the performance of your 
site. It includes useful information such as the top queries for your site, current errors 
Google has found when crawling your site, and also provides additional tools such as 
sitemap upload and a structured data tool.

Top Tip: Connect your Search Console to your Google Analytics for even more insights into 
what pages and queries are your strongest organically.

Google Trends
Want to know which specific keyword people tend to search in a given area? Or what 
searches become more popular each year at the same time? Trends is an invaluable free 
tool for your SEO content planning. Make sure you narrow it down to the right country to 
get the most relevant data including keyword comparisons, related queries and trending 
searches.

By Andrew Frith

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.thedubs.com/7-seo-best-practice-tips-finance-marketers/
https://search.google.com/search-console/welcome
https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US
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TRENDS IS AN INVALUABLE FREE TOOL FOR YOUR SEO CONTENT 
PLANNING.

Top Tip: Use the timeline feature to its best – narrow down to just a few hours if you’re 
jumping on breaking news or expand to 5 years+ if you’re planning seasonal content.

All-encompassing dashboard tools for everything in one place
SEMRush
A great multi-tool, SEMrush provides everything from keyword research, backlink review, 
site audits and competitor analysis. It also provides insights for both paid search and social 
media results giving it a little extra edge for your marketing needs. Prices start at $99USD/
month but can rise quickly depending on the amount of sites/keywords you are tracking.

Top Tip: Set projects up in SEMRush to maintain an automated ongoing baseline of a variety 
of touchpoints across your site and an easy indicator of overall site performance.

MozPro
A grandfather of SEO tools, Moz is renowned for setting the standard of integrated SEO 
research. Also starting at $99 USD/month; the package includes campaign and keyword 
tracking, site crawls and backlink tracking. It also provides white-labeled reporting, great for 
quickly pulling together insights to share.

Top Tip: Use the chrome extension alongside your membership to get quick insights at the 
click of the button as you navigate across your own or competitors’ sites.

Specialised SEO tools
Keywordtool.io
Going beyond using Google suggestions or Trends, keyword research is a crucial part of 
the SEO process. Keywordtool provides search volumes, related queries and suggested 
questions for the search terms you input.

Top Tip: Consider synonyms and related keywords when you are planning your content; use 
the suggestions in KeywordTool to boost your relevancy.

Serps.com
For quick set-up and tracking hundreds to thousands for keywords, serps.com is a quick 
and easy way to ensure you know how you compare against your competitors for those key, 
competitive search terms. Simple and efficient, it’s a great option for those that are clear 
about the keywords that bring them the most business value.

Top Tip: Use the tool to bulk check potential target keywords – you can quickly check up to 
250 keywords at a time in under 2 minutes.

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.semrush.com/
https://moz.com/products/pro
https://keywordtool.io/
https://serps.com/
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Ahrefs.com
Predominantly focusing on backlink competitor research, Ahrefs provides a host of insights 
into yours and your competitors backlinks including where they’re from, how many and the 
strength of the sites. The tool has also expanded its offering and also provides keyword and 
content research as well as rank tracking.

Top Tip: Use the Content Explorer to discover mentions of your brand that haven’t linked 
back to you and get in touch with the relevant sites.

http://www.thedubs.com
https://ahrefs.com/
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7 SEO BEST PRACTICE TIPS FOR 
FINANCE MARKETERS
// Try not to blend in

We all know a good SEO ranking will see your website receive higher organic web search 
engine results, and therefore more traffic. But with the rules constantly changing on what 
constitutes SEO best practice, many finance brands tend to fall into the trap of relying on 
SEO programs like Yoast and All In One SEO to do the hard yards for us.

While there’s no arguing these programs are great – they should complement best practice 
SEO techniques that come into play at the very start of the copy creation process. Taking 
some extra time to focus on winning the SEO game is arguably just as important as writing 
the article itself because, in the end, there’s little point in producing an incredible piece of 
content if nobody is going to read it.

To help get you up to speed on SEO best practices in 2018, we’ve put together a list outlining 
the seven steps every finance content marketer should be following to guarantee better 
search engine ranking.

SEO tip #1 – Adopt weighted page titles
Google favours those words found at the beginning of your title tag, meaning you should 
always include your target keyword/s as close to the start of the article title as possible. For 
example, rather than saying “A look into the 7 best SEO practices for finance marketers”, 
we put our keyword “SEO” right at the front to get our headline “7 SEO best practice tips for 
finance marketers”. It’s also a good idea to add modifiers such as “best”, “how” and “guide” 
to help further boost ranking.

By Andrew Frith

http://www.thedubs.com
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SEO tip #2 – Fix broken links
Google’s web crawlers are not a fan of broken links as they lead to a bad user experience. If 
you have a smaller site, you can manually check broken links using a program such as Check 
My Links chrome extension and if your site is large, then a paid link checker such as Ahrefs 
may be needed. Unfortunately, you will need to go through each broken link individually and 
fix it, but it’s time well-spent and better than simply creating new content.

SEO tip #3 – Place keywords in the first paragraph
Before, Google was paying close attention to how often your keyword was used in an article. 
Now, it’s turned its focus on where your keyword appears on the page. The earlier your 
keyword appears, the more importance Google places on it. Best practice policy is to include 
the article’s primary keyword within the first paragraph, with further target keywords to be 
found within the first 100 words.

SEO tip #4 – Include LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing) words
LSI keywords are those words that relate heavily to your target keyword. A good example 
would be if the word “King” was your keyword, then the LSI keywords would be words such 
as “Queen”, “Royal”, “Palace”, and “Ruler”. Google feels more confident you’re writing a 
quality relevant article if there’s a strong use of LSI keywords. If you’re struggling to think 
up great LSI keywords, just jump onto Google and look at “searches related to”, found at the 
bottom of the page. For best practice, look to include 2-3 LSI keywords in each article.

FOR BEST PRACTICE, LOOK TO INCLUDE 2-3 LSI KEYWORDS N EACH 
ARTICLE.

SEO tip #5 – Use internal links in the copy
Something many finance marketers can often be found guilty of is not linking back to internal 
articles – but Google will actually rank your site higher if it sees a bunch of internal links 
included in the copy. When you’re uploading your article, have a look to see if your publication 
has published relevant articles in the past and add links to them. It’s good practice to use 
keyword-rich internal links to at least 2-3 older articles related to the topic, and even more if 
you’ve got a longer piece of content.

SEO tip #6 – Keep URLs short and sweet
With your page URL, you want to make it snappy while still making sure to include your 
keywords. Drop out any unnecessary words such as ‘and’, ’the’, and ‘for’ – just find the 
shortest way possible to explain what your article is about: e.g. /SEO-best-practice-tips-
content-marketing.

http://www.thedubs.com
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/check-my-links/ojkcdipcgfaekbeaelaapakgnjflfglf
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/check-my-links/ojkcdipcgfaekbeaelaapakgnjflfglf
https://ahrefs.com/backlink-checker
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SEO tip #7 – Make structured data your friend
It’s been called the future of search engine marketing, but what exactly is structured data? 
Structured data is information that is added to a page’s HTML markup that gives search 
engines more understanding of your site. Search engines then use this data to generate 
extra valuable information about the business that will appear in search results. A helpful 
tool to get you started is Google’s Structured Data Markup Helper, which generates HTML 
code with microdata that you can download and add to your website.

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.adherecreative.com/
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WHERE TO START WITH TECHNICAL 
SEO
// On your marks

SEO is a complex beast, divided across three main areas of content, technical and 
off-site. Content and keyword research are often the easiest of the three to implement 
successfully, with technical SEO often left in the ‘too hard’ basket. Before we move on, 
check where you’re at against our list of SEO best practices.

The technical side of SEO can seem daunting, but a few tweaks in the right area can make all 
the difference to the visibility of your content. It’s not enough to write great content, search 
engines need to be able to easily find it. Here we break down some simple steps to stay 
ahead of technical SEO.

IT’S NOT ENOUGH TO WRITE GREAT CONTENT, SEARCH ENGINES 
NEED TO BE ABLE TO EASILY FIND IT.

1. Check your speed
A topic that you’ll never hear the end of – the page load speed of your site can have a huge 
impact on whether or not search engines will see your content. It’s also a confirmed ranking 
factor in the Google algorithm. Use the Google PageSpeed Insights tool to see how your site 
compares and what you can do to improve it.

By Annabel Hodges

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.thedubs.com/7-seo-best-practice-tips-finance-marketers/
https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
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2. Get to know robots directives
Accidental blocking of crawlers through misuse of robots directives is a common issue that 
is often simple to fix. Look out for:

Nofollow and noindex robots tags – These html tags can be added to specific pages to either 
tell search engines not to include them in search results (noindex) or not to follow links to 
the page (nofollow). These directives are generally used on larger sites to limit time spent 
on pages that are not beneficial to the reader, but can also accidentally cause the removal of 
vital pages from the index if used incorrectly.

X-Robots tag – Similar to the standard tags above, the x-robots tag works on the same 
principle but can be used with greater flexibility to control a page as a whole or through 
specific elements.

Robots.txt file – Predominately used to tell Google when not to crawl a page, the tags and 
implementation are similar but are implemented at a folder level as opposed to a page level. 
Go to www.yoursite.com/robots.txt to review yours and use the Robots.txt tester tool in your 
Search Console (only available in the old version).

For more on this topic, you can find great resources on which to use and how to implement 
the right tags over at Yoast and Moz.

3. Understand your response codes
It’s important to not only find the page errors on your site but also understand what these 
errors mean in order to fix them correctly. Use your search console to uncover crucial 
site errors that could be affecting your ranking potential. Some of the most common ones 
include:

4xx: Client errors – e.g. 404 – The page is not found and the error is on the website’s side. 
Often due to content being moved or a URL being updated without the correct redirect being 
implemented.

5xx – e.g. 503 – service unavailable – This can be caused by too many people trying to access 
a site or maintenance. This means there is a server issue which is preventing access to the 
site and needs emergency review.

3xx – e.g 301 – the page has been redirected permanently. This is the correct redirect that 
should be used in the majority of cases as opposed to a 302, which suggests the page has 
only been moved temporarily and won’t pass the link authority to the new page. It’s also good 
to check whether the crawlers are being sent through multiple redirects before reaching 
their final destination, as this will have a negative impact on ranking. Try using a simple tool 
like Redirect Path to check this.

http://www.thedubs.com
https://yoursite.com/robots.txt
https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/robots-testing-tool
https://yoast.com/x-robots-tag-play/
https://moz.com/learn/seo/robots-meta-directives
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/redirect-path/aomidfkchockcldhbkggjokdkkebmdll
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4. Don’t be browser blind
Chrome is currently the most popular desktop browser, owning close to 80% of the market. 
Safari also remains huge thanks to the iPhone dominance in key markets. But what of 
other often forgotten browsers like Firefox or Internet Explorer? It’s easy to assume they’re 
less important due to their smaller percentage of users, but failing to ensure your content 
renders correctly in ALL browsers is a quick way to lose vital customers. Ensure you check 
your site across all browsers and device types to optimise your traffic potential.

5. Crawl crawl crawl
Many of the above checks can be quickly and easily undertaken using a crawler tool. There 
are a range of options, from the relatively inexpensive Screaming Frog to more in-depth tools 
that are great for larger sites such as Deepcrawl. Or you can even trial some of the all-in-
one SEO tools out there to give a quick overview of your technical SEO.

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.w3schools.com/browsers/
https://www.screamingfrog.co.uk/
https://www.deepcrawl.com/
https://www.thedubs.com/seo-tools-every-finance-marketer-needs/
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7 SEO TACTICS TO HELP FINANCE 
BRANDS SECURE THE TOP SPOT
// Trends to watch

40% of marketers say that say the most challenging obstacle to search engine optimisation 
success is changing search algorithms. With Google in the driving seat, backed by a 
constantly evolving technology-driven environment, we highlight seven SEO trends we 
think finance brands would be wise to review early in 2018.

1. Mobile-first readiness
Be prepared for the upcoming switch to a Mobile First Index, this could impact rankings for 
many sites if content differs between mobile and desktop. Ensure you have a responsive 
website where possible and/or double check that your mobile site content matches your 
desktop content. Head over to our mobile-first checklist to ensure you are prepared 
for the switch.

2. Page speed
With a mobile focused search-algorithm, page speed will inevitably grow in importance. 
Load time is a major contributor to page abandonment, especially on mobile. In fact 
Google’s own John Mueller suggests that webmasters should aim for a page load speed of 
around 3 seconds. Take Google’s Page Speed Test to review your current speed then plan 
improvements from there. The tool will also provide you with a report to help define next 
steps. Last year, Hobo Web pulled together a comprehensive overview of the potential impact 
of site speed, which is very useful background reading.

3. AMP
Launched over two years ago, Accelerated Mobile Pages are nothing new, but with the 

By Annabel Hodges

http://www.thedubs.com
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increased focused on speed as a potential ranking factor; they should absolutely be a part of 
any site’s content plan for SEO. There are now over 2 billion pages across 900,000 domains 
being served on AMP, and these pages load twice as fast as before via Google search. AMP 
pages are likely prioritised in rankings over non-AMP and non-mobile pages based on load 
speed alone so there’s really no excuse not to get your AMP-on!

4. Featured Snippets
Competition for the ‘top spot’ has increased significantly since the introduction of Featured 
Snippets. Alongside the top paid position, brands who previously held the top organic 
position are now faced with additional potential loss of visibility. This is particularly true of 
question-based searches which have seen a 480% increase in the percentage of searches 
with Featured Snippets. The key here is identifying potential questions that are ripe for 
Featured Snippets and ensuring your content answers everything a user could want and 
more. Use tools like SEMrush and AnswerthePublic or sites like Quora to mine for potential 
opportunities. SEMrush also did a great study on ranking for Featured Snippets here.

COMSCORE PREDICT THAT 50% OF ALL SEARCHES WILL BE VOICE 
SEARCHES BY 2020

5. Voice Search 
Comscore predict that 50% of all searches will be voice searches by 2020. The technology 
remains somewhat limiting today but is making significant improvements rapidly and 
growing in popularity. At this stage, it’s a great opportunity for finance brands to incorporate 
the likes of Alexa and voice recognition into their strategies and get ahead of the curve. Be 
prepared and review your potential for matching voice search queries. These tend to be of a 
similar nature to queries that will bring up answer boxes or featured snippets, i.e. question-
focused or action-based queries. Optimise towards longer-tail keywords and questions with 
a more natural language slant.

6. User Experience
Google continues to highlight the importance of user experience as part of a user’s journey. 
There’s a growing connection between ensuring a user engages with your site and finds 
the information they were looking for and rankings. High bounce rates and low time on site 
are potential signals that that page doesn’t deserve a high ranking, so look beyond keyword 
optimisation. Ensure that your content is not only valuable but that it is easily accessible, 
loads fast, isn’t obscured by ads and above all, ensure this is true for both mobile and 
desktop devices.

7. Machine Learning
Google’s Rankbrain algorithm is a machine-learning AI algorithm that the search giant uses 
to as part of its overall search algorithm to help rank search results. According to Google, 
Rankbrain is the third most important ranking factor (with the top 2 being content and links). 
Rankbrain helps Google look beyond simple keywords, building out more understanding 
around user intent and engagement. Once again, user experience needs to be considered 
within an SEO context as Google becomes increasingly intelligent. Look at your top exit 
pages, optimise for engagement and relevance. Monitor your time on site, pages per visit and 
bounce rate; plot this against your rank tracking to see what correlations may exist.

http://www.thedubs.com
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HOW FINANCE BRANDS CAN WIN MORE 
BACKLINKS
// Engage your secret weapon

Backlinks are a critical currency in the world of SEO that help boost the authority of your 
website and drive your content ranking higher. Notoriously difficult to grow, we investigate 
a potential backlink goldmine that could help finance brands gain more hard-earned 
backlinks. 

The value of a backlink
In SEO terms, a backlink is akin to a vote of confidence towards its destination site. Every link 
or ‘vote’ pointing to a particular page is saying ‘this content is useful’. Taken into account by 
Google’s algorithm, this contributes to pushing up the site’s ranking. While this is only one 
of the thousands of factors within the Google algorithm, unlike content, keywords, or on-site 
improvements, for example, earning backlinks tends to be out of the control of the brand and 
so can be an incredibly difficult task. Enter your secret weapon as a finance brand to gain 
backlinks – your existing data and research.

ENTER YOUR SECRET WEAPON AS A FINANCE BRAND – YOUR 
EXISTING DATA AND RESEARCH.

Making your internal research your secret weapon
There is a considerable bank of research and data to be found within the financial industry in 
terms of customer sentiment surveys, investment trend reports, and deep-dive research into 

By Annabel hodges

http://www.thedubs.com
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past and future market performance. While much of this research is conducted to inform 
the investment decisions made by a business or as an educational tool for customers, when 
positioned in the right way these insights are of interest and value to a much wider external 
audience. By distributing this existing research more broadly it’s not only a PR and brand 
awareness opportunity for your finance brand, but a tactic that could attract backlinks and 
ultimately boost your SEO. Some great examples of finance brands earning backlinks from 
their research include:

Merrill Lynch
Merrill Lynch’s Wealth Management report was linked to by Business Insider Australia in a 
broader article looking at the impact of debt on millennials. This is a good example of how 
an article that links to a finance brand’s research can focus on a much broader topic but still 
find relevance in niche data. Although the Wealth Management report is not directly relevant 
to the final article, it does provide useful statistics that helped the publication produce a 
more insightful piece for their audience.

LendingTree
LendingTree earned a link back from HousingWire thanks to research the company 
conducted into home-buying decisions for millennials. This was a significant piece of 
research conducted by Qualtrics that not only served the needs of customers but that 
included lots of interesting statistics to be picked up and linked back to from the press.

Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas in the New York Times
The New York Times included a link back to a survey undertaken by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Kansas City, focused on whether companies are concerned that the impact of the 
coronavirus might lead to a recession. The survey questioned direct contacts of the bank, 
providing quotes and statistics, but didn’t require any outside expertise or investment. This 
information is valuable to both the bank’s existing customers but also provides interesting 
insight for the general public, enough to be picked up and linked back to from as reputable a 
publication as the New York Times.

Optimising your content
With the goal of backlinks front of mind, to make the most of the research your finance brand 
is already producing, consider these key tips:

Optimise your content for search engines
When you release research and data on your own site this content should be as discoverable 
as possible. You want future publications to be able to find your content easily, consider the 
keywords you are using and the natural search queries you are targeting.

Promote your content on your social channels
Don’t rely on your content being found, use your social platforms and any potential native 
advertising networks to promote your content and extend its visibility and reach.

Be aware of ‘nofollow’ links
Due to the high value of links, some publications opt to add a ‘nofollow’ or ‘sponsored’ tag to 
their external links. Google has stated that this should only be used for commercial links, 

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/millennials-debt-stressed-generation-2019-10
https://www.housingwire.com/articles/49137-lendingtree-student-loan-debt-is-driving-millennials-to-buy-fixer-upper-homes/
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/03/business/economy/coronavirus-recession.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/03/business/economy/coronavirus-recession.html
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however, it’s a common sight among publishers. This doesn’t mean the link is completely 
invaluable, but it’s worth making yourself aware of the value of each link.

Use PR opportunities
If you have access to a PR team, make sure you use them to promote your great work. This 
is an easy way to encourage coverage of your great content, and may result in immediate 
backlinks if your data is timely and/or topical. If you don’t have access to a PR team, Twitter 
is perfectly positioned to serve as a PR channel, giving you the opportunity to specifically 
target journalists that specialise in certain topics or fields.

There are so many opportunities for finance brands to grow their backlink profiles, it’s never 
too late to start. If your brand is already producing interesting research and data, consider 
how you can improve its discoverability and drive backlink opportunities. If your brand 
isn’t producing any research, consider trialling something that doesn’t require significant 
investment such as a survey that could benefit both customers and potential SEO rankings 
alike.

http://www.thedubs.com
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HOW FINANCE MARKETERS CAN USE 
SCHEMA TO BOOST SEO
// Be visible

Highlighted as a growing trend at the start of the year, schema.org markup is increasingly 
valued by search engines to help them better understand content relevancy, as well as 
a method to distinguish between fake news and trusted content. We look at how finance 
brands can take advantage of schema to boost their organic visibility.

What is Schema?
Over the last decade, the complexity of Google’s search results pages has continually evolved 
– from ads to images, videos, maps, shopping and more recently additional schema-driven 
information such as ratings, featured ‘snippets’, lists and tables.

Schema.org is a markup language that you can add to your web pages to help search 
engines better understand your content and its relevance to potential search queries. It is a 
collaboration between Google, Bing, Yandex, and Yahoo! to help webmasters provide better 
information about their sites to the search engines. Adding schema markup to your site has 
the added benefit of potentially improving visibility in search engines results by enhancing 
the way your results are displayed.

By Annabel hodges

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.thedubs.com/seo-trends-to-watch-in-2019/
https://www.thedubs.com/combat-fake-news-becoming-googles-trusted-source/
https://schema.org/
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SCHEMA.ORG IS A MARKUP LANGUAGE THAT YOU CAN ADD TO YOUR 
WEB PAGES TO HELP SEARCH ENGINES BETTER UNDERSTAND 
YOUR CONTENT AND ITS RELEVANCE TO POTENTIAL SEARCH 
QUERIES.

Some schema you may already be familiar with, such as ratings and reviews, but there are 
many more different ways in which schema can show within the search results; and a whole 
section dedicated to finance-specific schema for banks and financial institutions. You can 
choose what schema markup is most relevant to the type of content you have on your site 
and it will be recognised by all the major search engines.

Below is an example of what a schema snippet describing an Investment Fund would 
look like, using the suggestions from schema.org. The fund is identified by a name and a 
description. The details of the typical investment can be marked up with specifics such as 
“minAmount”, “maxAmount” and “interestRate”. This then provides a lot more specific 
information to the search engines, increasing visibility in search results.

Why does Schema matter?
The more information search engines have from how you mark up your content with schema, 
the more likely they are to use your content in their ‘snippets’. Should this happen, it can lead 
to your content sitting far higher on the page than it would normally rank.

Content with schema markup provides greater value to the user by showing at a glance 
whether your content addresses their needs; and whether to click through or not. As a 
bonus, voice-enabled assistants generally rely on schema to help them find the most 
relevant answers, so content with schema is far more likely to be returned in a voice search; 
a key future-proofing opportunity for your brand. Some examples of snippets include:

http://www.thedubs.com
https://schema.org/docs/financial.html
https://schema.org/docs/financial.html
https://www.thedubs.com/finance-brands-ready-voice-search/
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The Featured Snippet Paragraph

The Featured Snippet Table

http://www.thedubs.com
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The ‘People also ask’ Snippet

How can finance brands use Schema?
Although it can look overwhelming, schema is relatively easy to implement. There are a 
number of tools out there that you can use to simplify the process; although you will need to 
work with a developer to update your site. Google’s Structured Data Markup Helper tool will 
help generate your schema code based on your existing content; while Google’s Structured 
Data Testing tool can be used to check that your schema is implemented correctly.

The use of schema will help search engines better understand your content, which could 
lead to more information being shared in search results, the potential for higher rankings 
and inclusion in voice search results. The effort is certainly worth the reward.

http://www.thedubs.com
https://www.google.com/webmasters/markup-helper/u/0/
https://search.google.com/structured-data/testing-tool/u/0/
https://search.google.com/structured-data/testing-tool/u/0/
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ABOUT THE DUBS
The Dubs is the content marketing agency for the financial 
sector. We conceptualise, create and distribute content to 
meet the needs of finance brands when articulating their 
stories to customers and target audiences.

We can help you and your brand with:

Strategy
Uncovering what's preventing customers from engaging 
with your brand and build a strategy to satisfy their needs 
and the objectives of the business.

Find out more

Content Production
Creating compelling content that is creative within the 
confines of compliance, delivering value to your customers 
and your brand.

Find out more

Distribution
Establishing a scalable publishing, amplification and 
measurement framework that’s consistent, sustainable 
and risk-appropriate.

Find out more

SEO
Identifying the short and long-tail keywords that are popular 
and relevant to your audience’s needs, using search activity 
to inform the topicality of the content we create. 

Find out more

Website UX, design and build
Employing best-practice design, development and SEO 
practices to ensure your website works hard for your finance 
brand and delivers a seamless experience for your clients. 

Find out more

Research
Developing global insights to inform the strategies, tactics 
and approaches we recommend to our clients. Find out more

http://www.thedubs.com
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https://www.thedubs.com/what-we-do/content-production/
https://www.thedubs.com/what-we-do/distribution/
https://www.thedubs.com/what-we-do/distribution/
https://www.thedubs.com/what-we-do/seo/
https://www.thedubs.com/what-we-do/seo/
https://www.thedubs.com/what-we-do/website-ux-design-build/
https://www.thedubs.com/what-we-do/website-ux-design-build/
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https://www.thedubs.com/what-we-do/research/
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CONTACT US
If you need help with your own content strategy, production or 
amplification, get in touch, we’d love to hear from you! 

justin.buckwell@thedubs.com

Justin Buckwell
// General manager

+61 (0)2 8247 8700

AUSTRALIA

barnaby.hobbs@thedubs.com

Barnaby Hobbs
// General manager

+44 (0)203 488 0011

UK
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